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Detroit Boat Show New Model Introductions
AutoWake
Exhibitor: Club Royale
Patented technology exclusive to Supra and Moomba
tow boats that provides a hassle free set up for
repeatable Surf and Wakeboard wakes by automatically
adjusting ballast levels in the boat to maintain that
running attitude.
The Bayliner Element
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
This new 21ft Element now provides more room for a
more comfortable cruise on the lake. There are various
options available to make this boat your ultimate
entertainment and water sports toy.
Berkshire 25RFX
Exhibitor: Bees Sports
This pontoon offers dual console and gives the feel of a
runabout but the room of a pontoon. Also a large touch
screen display to control your whole boat.
Berkshire 22RFX
Exhibitor: Bees Sports
Debuting an entry level center walk through design. This
pontoon at its price point opens the door for many
pontoon buyers.

Boston Whaler 420 Outrage
Exhibitor: Colony Marine
This beast offers plentiful space for storage and cozy
seating. The enclosed top is a plus for those enjoying
long trips.
Chaparral 21 H2O Outboard
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
This powerful and reliable model is offered in both a
Sport model and Ski-Fish model. Sun Sport Marine will
have the Ski-Fish model on display as one of fourteen
Chaparral models shown.
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Chaparral 287 SSX
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
This brand new model will make its Mid-West debut here
in Detroit! You will not see it at other shows around the
Great Lakes this Winter! This model introduces a new
generation of Chaparral styling.

Chaparral Surf Gate
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
A wake-surfing system which gives total wake control at
your fingertips. See the SURF GATE installed on a stern
drive Chaparral featuring the Volvo Forward Facing
Drive. This system will be displayed on a Chaparral 246
SSi-Surf
Crownline E29 Xs
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
A Curvaceous style and sporty look, when coupled with
the horsepower of twin engines. The full length wraparound swim platform has a soft touch mat makes
boarding easy
EX Waverunner series
Exhibitor: Wonderland Marine
Yamaha’s new revamped 21ft series jet boats. The EX
Series Waverunners have been introduced for the RecLite Segment in PWCs to compete with the Sea-Doo
Spark.
Grand Majestic
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
A new addition to the Premier Pontoon lineup. With a
Ten Foot Beam and over 27' in length, this tri-toon gives
you plenty of space for passenger comfort and
entertaining! Even includes a Wet Bar with an Electric
Wine Cooler!
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Heyday WT-1
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
Designed for maximum affordability by eliminating
unnecessary equipment and focusing on a hull designed
specifically to throw a massive wake for both wake
surfing and wake boarding.
Heyday WT -2
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
This unique configuration delivers more room and more
comfort. Its side console gives way to a roomy L-lounge
in the bow, and additional seating for a total of up to 12
people.
Lund LX200
The Lund pontoons are brand new for 2017. Lund has
created a new line that keeps the fisherman happy as
well as their whole family.

Lund LX220
Lund is excited to expand from there fishing line. The
quality construction and innovative designs are what
Lund is known for!

Lund LX240
Exhibitor: Bees Sports
This boat gives you the option to relax, play and of
course fish!

Lund 1775 & 1875 Renegade.
Exhibitor: Bees Sports
This boat is truly remarkable in features like water tight
storage and the quality and ride of a Lund Fishing Boat!
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Regulator 31
Exhibitor: Regulator Marine
Deeply Versatile Center Console Redefines the Offshore
Life. Equipped with twin 300 Yamaha engines, a massive
cockpit oversized tackle center and fish box, plus every
feature needed for a day of serious sport fishing.
Robalo R200ES
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
The 200ES marries the performance, handling, layout
and function that fisherman enjoy in a center console
with the comfort, convenience, and features families
need for a day on the water.
Robalo R222ES
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
Combining the luxury and comfort necessary for a day of
family boating, with the function and seaworthiness of
all Robalo boats.

Robalo R302
Exhibitor: Sun Sport Marine
This new unique model is equipped with center console
flagship sparks. Featuring two oversized live wells, and
Yamaha performance and power, the R302 is primed to
tackle any fishing adventure.
Scarab 195 Open
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
This new center console is an awesome new addition to
the Scarab jet boat line. This 18ft rocket comes in 4
different colors and can provide water fun for the entire
family. It even comes with a custom trailer!
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Sea Fox 328 Commander
Exhibitor: Wilson Marine
This is the largest boat featured by Wilson marine with
easy access to all functions. This boat is ready for any
adventure and offers various options in style.

Sea Ray 310SLX
Exhibitor: Colony Marine
Iconic styling with elegant hull sculpting. An expansive
cockpit space, luxurious and plush seating comfortably
for 17. Abundant storage beneath along with dual
seating at Helm and Companion side.
Sea Ray 350CDA
Exhibitor: Colony Marine
A luxurious ride on the water with an option to have
more privacy out of the breeze. Quilted seating for a
smooth ride across the water.
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